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TRUSTEES’ REPORT

ABOUT CAMCRAG

Cambridge Convoy Refugee Action Group (CamCRAG) is a regis-
tered charity (number 1170180). We are a group of volunteers who 
live in and around Cambridge working to help refugees in Northern 
France and elsewhere. We send regular convoys of volunteers to the 
Help Refugees/L’Auberge des Migrants warehouse in Calais to help 
sort and distribute clothes and food to refugees nearby. We also 
aim to raise awareness of the refugee crisis in Europe, fundraise 
and organise donations of clothing and other items.  We collaborate 
with other trusted organisations working to provide aid and solve 
problems in the refugee crisis.  The money we raise buys essential 
items, funds vital projects and supports our convoys.  We are part 
of a growing movement of people in Cambridge and the UK who 
want to do something to help those in Europe displaced by war, 
terrorism and persecution.

STRATEGIC AND OPERATING HIGHLIGHTS

The past 12 months have seen a shift in the way CamCRAG and other groups working with refugees in 
Northern France operate. With the closure of the Calais camp known as ‘The Jungle’ refugees in the area 
have dispersed, with many heading to Paris, making the challenge of distributing aid much harder. 

In response to this we have continued to send convoys to Calais whilst also building relationships with 
different groups and identifying projects to fund which would provide the maximum benefit for refugees.

As well as these changes on the ground, the political and media focus in recent months has made tackling 
the refugee crisis even harder. On the one hand the immigration debate was further polarised as the reality 
of Brexit began to sink in and centrist Emmanuel Macron defeated right wing Marine Le Penn in the French 
election, whilst on the other the issue of UK assistance for refugees in France has moved out of the media 
spotlight. See ‘Current Situation’ on Page 4 for more.

On October 12, 2016, just as French authorities were preparing to clear The Jungle, CamCRAG marked its 
first anniversary with a night of fundraising and live music at the Hot Numbers Café in Cambridge. To coin-
cide with the anniversary we held our most successful appeal to date, raising an amazing £10,000, proving 
that the people of Cambridge continue to feel strongly about this issue.

In November we finally gained charity status and in response to the new wider challenge in northern France 
we changed our name from ‘Cambridge Calais Refugee Action Group’ to ‘Cambridge Convoy Refugee Action 
Group’.  We have strengthened our fundraising activities in the past year, building a working subcommittee 
of volunteers who have put on a string of successful events, bringing not only much needed funds but also 
engaging the local community. These have included live music and comedy events as well as stands at larger 
gatherings like Strawberry Fair.

The strategy adopted by the CamCRAG committee for spending these funds has been to seek out projects 
which have the maximum benefit for refugees, but which would otherwise struggle to raise funding or the 
necessary organisational support. These include funding the laundry of salvaged blankets in Paris so they 
could be redistributed, as well as supporting the work of Solidarithé, a group serving hot drinks to refugees 
while offering them information and social support.

Projects like these allow us to apply funding and solutions to meet urgent bespoke needs, and have seen us 
working with many partner organisations in the UK, France, Greece and elsewhere - see page 10 for more.
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TRUSTEES’ REPORT
Alongside our convoys and funding of partner projects, we have continued to organise donation drives, 
supporting local people to collect and sort aid before organising delivery to Calais and Paris.

During the year the committee availed itself of the opportunity for a gratis business consultancy programme 
which allowed us to examine our strengths and weaknesses, and consider our plans for growth and the 
future.  We had a close look at how the situation in France has changed, and continues to change, and where 
we can best use our resources to continue to meet needs wherever and whenever they arise.  

As part of this, over the year we have continued to expand our organisation with, for instance, the addition 
of new committee members to help us with specific areas (eg fundraising and volunteers) and the expansion 
of sub-teams who regularly support us with convoys, donation drives and fundraising.  We have also started 
creating temporary teams for specific projects as and when needed.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

We are delighted to report that we raised £35,630 during the financial year 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017, of 
which we spent just under £24,000 and held the remainder in reserve.  We are proud to say that 95.8% of 
the money spent went on sending volunteers to Calais and buying items to directly benefit refugees, with 
minimal outlay on expenses.  All of our volunteers, including the committee, give their time for free.

LOOKING AHEAD

CamCRAG will maintain its focus on raising and spending funds to help displaced people across Europe, 
and in particular Northern France, as efficiently and effectively as possible.  Our second aim will be to raise 
awareness of the refugee situation in France and across Europe. 

To achieve this CamCRAG will continue to liaise, coordinate and work in partnership with other well estab-
lished and trusted organisations in both the UK and Europe. We will support projects and awareness-raising 
of the situation by these groups as needed.

CamCRAG will also aim to engage an increasingly 
wider volunteer group in the Cambridge area. We will 
do this by expanding our volunteering opportunities 
and support, including convoys, donation drops and 
fundraising events. 

We always seek information on the ground, either 
first hand or through trusted sources, to pass on to 
our members, and to enable us to focus our spending 
as effectively as possible. We aim to do this in the most 
sustainable and efficient manner possible, reviewing our focus and methods on an ongoing basis, to ensure 
we are as efficient, effective and flexible as possible in meeting the needs of refugees.

The CamCRAG Trustees

Lara Brettell Dan Ellis
Sarah Manton-Roseblade   Mary Regnier-Wilson         
Nik Shelton     Terry Spencer                    
Jo Woods 

28 September 2017

we aim to engage an increasingly 
wider volunteer group in the 

Cambridge area ...  
to be as efficient, effective and 
f lexible as possible in meeting 

the needs of refugees
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CURRENT SITUATION
A lot has happened in the past year, since CamCRAG became a registered charity. Both France and the 
United States have new presidents. In Britain we’ve had a general election.  Another 200,000 asylum-seek-
ers have turned up on Europe’s shores, fleeing war, poverty and climate change in Africa, Asia and the 
Middle East. An estimated 3,000 have died on the journey. While two years ago most refugees were from 
Syria, Afghanistan or Iraq, the largest nationalities so far in 2017 are Nigerian and Guinean.

The Calais ‘Jungle’ may have been torn down last October, 
but refugees still come to the port in the hope of finding a 
way to the UK. For much of this year there have been around 
1,000 people sleeping rough in the Calais area, many of them 
children, hiding in the undergrowth or in the industrial 
estates on the city’s edge. Refugee Community Kitchen and 
Help Refugees continue to support them with food, bedding 
and clothing, in what is an increasingly antagonistic environ-
ment, with French police regularly using CS gas and pepper 
spray on refugees, harassing volunteers and disrupting food 
distributions. The story is similar in Dunkirk, after the camp there burned down earlier this year. Cam-
CRAG continues to send regular convoys of aid and volunteers to Calais, as well as funds, to support these 
groups in their vital work.

In July, President Macron announced reforms to France’s immigration procedures, intended to increase 
cooperation with other EU states and streamline the asylum process. However in Paris there is little 
evidence this is working. The Government processing camp 
in northern Paris, opened last year, has been consistently 
unable to handle the number of refugees, resulting in hun-
dreds of people sleeping rough in the area. Three days after 
the French election, the area was cleared and the refugees 
were moved to temporary shelter in gyms and other public 
buildings. But more came, until there were maybe 2,000 
sleeping rough - at which point the area was cleared again. 
This pattern of eviction and reoccupation has been repeated several times over the summer, and every 
time the French police place further restrictions on where and when volunteers can distribute aid.

Meanwhile, in Italy, arrival numbers rose rapidly over spring, but since mid summer have tailed off. Pro-
vision for asylum seekers remains inadequate in the south of the country, and those seeking to travel to 
northern Europe face harrassment and increasingly patrolled borders and trains. 

In Greece the situation is still very bad, especially in the island camps. Although not many refugees have 
arrived in Greece this year, the government has failed to move substantial numbers out of the camps and 

into accommodation on the mainland. The result 
is overcrowded and unsanitary conditions, with 
winter fast approaching.

The refugee crisis may be out of the headlines, 
but it hasn’t gone away.

The refugee crisis may  
be out of the headlines,  

but it hasn’t gone away.
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TREASURER’S REPORT

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

○ During our financial year from 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017, CamCRAG received £35,630 in cash.   

○  Of this, £23,435 was derived from donations from individuals and organisations such as churches and 
other charities via collections and gifts, while £11,754 was raised from events organised by CamCRAG 
itself.

○  Of the £35,630 received, £32,630 represented unrestricted funds (ie funds which CamCRAG was free 
to apply to any purpose within its objects).  The remaining £3,000 was earmarked specifically for a 
Techfugees project (see the ‘Technology’ section of the ‘Projects’ section later in this report). 

SPENDING

Of the £35,630 received, at the year end, we had spent £23,901 as follows:

○ £896 was spent on internal costs, made up of:

 • £627 on fundraising events;

 • £101 on items for sale (eg postcards); and

 • £168 on administrative costs (eg printing brochures, etc); and

○ £23,005 was spent on sending volunteers to aid refugees and buying items to benefit refugees:

 • £5,043 on sending volunteers to assist in Europe; 

 • £17,962 on purchasing items or services for refugees (such as food, blankets, washing facilities, etc).

RESERVES AND SPENDING POLICY

At the end of the financial year we had reserves of £8,729. Together with the reserves of £1,704 from the 
previous year, we had a total of £11,256 in unallocated funds for this year end.  Although there is almost end-
less need in the refugee crisis, where possible we spend on urgent or serious needs which meet CamCRAG 
spending policies/requirements.  This means that we may have higher reserves at some points of the year 
than others.

Items and 
services for 
refugees 
£17,962

Sending 
volunteers 
£5,043

Fundraising 
costs
£627

Administrative 
costs
£168

Cost of items  
for sale
£101
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ACCOUNTS

For the period from 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017

All figures to the nearest £

 

 Unrestricted Restricted Total 2015/16 
 Funds Funds Funds

Receipts

Donations 20,435 3,000 23,435 15,032
(cash and bank transfers)

Fundraising events 11,754 - 11,754 5,283
(organised by us)

Sale of cards 307 - 307 492

Refund of volunteer costs 134 - 134 -

Total Receipts 32,630 3,000 35,630 20,807

Payments

Cost of fundraising events 627 - 627 -

Cost of cards 101 - 101 103

Purchases of items for refugees 17,962 2,177 20,139 14,395

Convoy volunteer costs 5,043 - 5,043 4,310

Administration 168 - 168 294

Total Payments 23,901 2,177 26,078 19,102

Net of receipts / (payments) 8,729 823 9.552 1,704

Cash funds last year end 1,704 - 1,704 -

Cash funds this year end 10,433 823 11,256 1,704

Assets and liabilities

Cash funds 10,433 823 11,256 -

The charity has no assets besides cash funds, and no liabilities
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TEAM REPORTS

CONVOYS

Our convoys have been organised every six weeks 
over the past year, continuing our regular commit-
ment since the start of CamCRAG.  There have been 
eight convoys in total from July 2016 to June 2017, 
taking 157 people to the Help Refugees/L’Auberge des 
Migrants warehouse just outside of Calais. Over the 
year we contributed 314 volunteer days on regular 
convoys and countless others have returned under 
their own steam for a weekend, or month(s).  Our 
convoys team has also supported others to organise 
their own convoys by providing safety, logistical and 
organisation information as well as practical help.  
Since the start of CamCRAG more than 180 people have travelled to Calais via our convoys contributing a 
total of 726 volunteer days.

On each convoy we have taken a financial donation (usually £1,000) to spend on whatever food is urgently 
needed by Refugee Community Kitchen, supporting them to feed refugees living rough in and around Calais.

DONATIONS

Over the past year we have held nine donation drives every six to 12 weeks 
at eight different locations.  We have also been fortunate to have the Daily 
Bread Co-Op in Cambridge acting as an ongoing donations drop off point 
for us, as well as volunteers organising collection events in their local 
communities.  We have been supported by people finding and offering 
venues including village and church halls, offices and community centres. 
We have worked hard over the year to send only donations requested by 
the warehouse, and have responded promptly when they have new and 
emergency requests.

We had an amazing response to our urgent call for bags and suitcases 
when the Calais camp was demolished.  At Christmas, CamCRAG sent 
an emergency package of 100 hoodies, gloves, hats and packs of socks, 
to help refugees stave off the cold as temperatures plummeted in Paris. 
Two schools have also helped by collecting old uniforms for us when they 
changed their colours.  

As a new charity, we are developing better recording systems for aid, which is kept in our storage facilities.  
Since March 2017 we have stored and delivered to Northern France more than 171kg of lentils, 90kg of 
fruit and nuts, 36kg of rice, 31kg of salt, 52 litres of oil, 250 fins of fish, 28 boxes of food, 73 bags of clothes, 
19 torches, 16 phones, 119 roll mats, 89 blankets and 141 sleeping bags. This does not include numerous 
van-loads of aid collected or funded by us and sent elsewhere, such as Greece and Lebanon, as well as that 
collected and delivered by individual volunteers.

FUNDRAISING AND EVENTS

Over the year, £11,754 was raised from events organised by, or on behalf of, CamCRAG. Our largest fundrais-
ers included the Re-Sound Choir concert in December, raising £2,200, and the LegacyAid Fundraising Night 
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TEAM REPORTS
in February, which raised £1,500.  Faith groups have also been 
supportive, especially St Columba’s Church, Sawston Free 
Church and Cambridge Buddhist Centre.

Numerous other individuals and organisations have also 
raised funds for us via concerts, cake and tea events, dinners, 
DJ nights, comedy nights, carol singing, and even a perfor-
mance of The Play About Calais, which follows the playwright’s 
attempts to understand the refugee crisis, inspired by a visit 
he made to Calais with CamCRAG last year.

We have also participated in various events across Cambridge, 
including the Cambridge Refugee Conference in October, 
organised with Amnesty International, CRRC, Cambridge Ethnic Community Forum, and others; the premier 
of Vanessa Redgrave’s Sea of Sorrow; Mill Road Winter Fair in December; the Cambridge City of Sanctuary 
Refugees event in April; The Human Rights, Equality and Refugees hustings in May, and Strawberry Fair in 
June. We are working to setup regular events to continue to raise awareness and fund projects.

COMMUNICATIONS 

Over the year we have communicated to supporters regularly through our website and social media - the 
latter was vital in supporting our one year anniversary appeal which raised £10,000. We have also sent 
regular email newsletters detailing our work and projects and distributed press releases in support of our 
work. Our committee members have been quoted in the local media including the Cambridge News, and 
have given interviews about our work on BBC Radio Cambridgeshire, Cambridge 105 FM and elsewhere.  We 
are currently looking to expand our communications group, to raise awareness and reach new audiences.

VOLUNTEERS

Over the past year CamCRAG volunteers have 
done numerous jobs while on convoys, including 
sorting clothes, preparing and cooking food, 
chopping firewood, repairing refugees’ shelters 
and distributing aid. Further afield our volun-
teers have helped Utopia56 and other groups dis-
tributing aid and information in Paris. CamCRAG 
volunteers have made reconnaissance trips to 
Greece and formed working relationships with 
refugee organisations operating in the country. 

But it’s not all about volunteering abroad. Back in Cambridge our volunteers have organised fundraising 
nights and donation drop off days, collected nappies from Cambridge homes and salvaged tents from fes-
tivals, washed sleeping bags and altered clothing, 
given talks to numerous city groups, written articles, 
collected cash at community events, designed cards, 
programmed databases and websites, written a play 
on the crisis, put up flyers and posters, sold their 
own things to raise money for refugees, or given 
their own money so we can buy things for refugees. 
Most importantly of all, they’ve all given their time. 

our volunteers have organised  
fundraising nights.. collected  

nappies from Cambridge homes and 
salvaged tents from festivals,  

washed sleeping bags, given talks, 
written articles, designed cards...
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EXAMPLE PROJECTS

PARIS 

Solidarithé

Volunteers working in Paris over the winter realised that a lack of information, as much as food and clothing, 
was a major obstacle for refugees living on the streets. Their response was Solidarithé, a small grassroots 
organisation providing daily hot drinks to refugees in Paris, alongside information on where to access show-
ers, legal advice and other services. CamCRAG provided funds and support at an early stage, and continues 
to do so when necessary. Since inception the project has grown, and the daily distribution now regularly 
includes art therapy and French lessons.

Laundry Project

In Spring 2017, CamCRAG worked together with CalAID and Utopia 56 to fund a blanket washing project in 
Paris.  Utopia 56 had stored many blankets discarded on the streets of Paris due to them becoming wet, lice- 
or scabies-ridden, pepper-sprayed, or people having to leave them behind due to being suddenly moved on 
by the authorities. CamCRAG spent £1,500 on the deep clean and sterilisation of 2,000 blankets at a local 
laundry so they could be given out to refugees forced to sleep on the streets. Not only was this cheaper than 
buying new blankets, but also a more environmentally friendly option than simply sending the blankets to 
landfill. 

Bivvy Bags

At the start of 2017 temperatures were plummeting to -7°C in French cities and there was great concern 
about the welfare of refugees sleeping rough. CamCRAG collaborated with other refugee support groups, 
including Herts for Refugees and Side by Side, and purchased military surplus sleeping bags and bivvy bags 
(waterproof covers that make it feasible to survive in a sleeping bag even in the rain and snow). Teams of 
volunteers repaired the bags with some stitching. Along with some newly purchased bivvy bags, these were 
rapidly delivered to Calais and Paris and distributed to those in need.

DUNKIRK

Since the La Liniere camp in Dunkirk burnt down in March 2017, many of the approximately 1,500 residents 
accepted accommodation provided by the French State and have apparently followed the asylum process. 
However, this was not the path that some of them chose to take. There have been about 200 people, mainly 
Iraqi Kurds, living in the woods in the area of Le Puythouck, across the motorway from the previous camp.

RCK (Refugee Community Kitchen), Utopia 56 and other smaller groups continue to supply support to these 
people who face daily harassment by the police, sharing some of the aid and volunteers that CamCRAG 
delivers to Calais. 

GREECE 

Volunteer Assistance

We do not currently organise convoys to Greece. However, last February two of our committee members 
visited three refugee projects there, to learn more about how we can collaborate with partners on the 
ground, and how we can support independent volunteers wanting to work there.   After spending time 
working at the Help Refugees’ Thessaloniki warehouse, visiting Refugee Support at the camp in Alexandreia, 
and assisting CalAID in their warehouse in Ioannina and distributing to local camps, CamCRAG was able to 
form strong bonds with organisations there and have subsequently provided support and aid, including 
the nappy project (see below).  We now offer information and share contacts with anyone locally who is 
considering volunteering in Greece, and a page on our website is devoted to useful information and contacts.  
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EXAMPLE PROJECTS
Hope Café 

In June of this year, via one of our volunteers who made a trip to help in Greece, we were able to provide 
£920 worth of food, nappies and toiletries to the Hope Café, a new organisation created by previous L’Au-
berge volunteers, which welcomes and feeds refugee families in Athens.

Nappy convoy

Refugee workers in Greece sent an urgent call-out for help over the summer to provide vital items for 
women in refugee camps in the area. CamCRAG formed a project team which collected hundreds of nappies 
and sanitary towels. These were delivered to the CalAID warehouse in Slough, from where they were sent to 
Ioannina in Northern Greece and distributed by CalAID. 

TECHNOLOGY

Battery Packs

In October 2016, we received an urgent call-out from volunteers at L’Auberge des Migrants, the warehouse 
supporting refugees in the then ‘Jungle’ refugee camp in Calais.  Local authorities had announced a date for 
closure of the camp, and only certain volunteers had been issued passes to attend the demolition.  As previ-
ous partial demolitions had been carried out with violence, and the rumours were that shops and communal 
buildings, including electricity supplies, would be the first point of target for demolition, volunteers with 
passes were concerned that they would have no way of reporting on the demolition and documenting any 
human rights abuses if their phones ran out of batteries.  Within a day CamCRAG was able to purchase 50 
battery packs, worth more than £600, and charge them overnight.  One of our volunteers delivered the packs 
to Calais the following day, where they were distributed to volunteers in time for the demolition.  

Phone Credit

Over the year CamCRAG contributed more than £2,400 to purchase phone credit for refugees, via the Phone 
Credit for Refugees and Displaced Persons group, a volunteer run organisation that provides vital phone 
credit to refugees and displaced adults and children across Europe and beyond.

Equipment

During the year CamCRAG supported several technological/educational initiatives such as taking re-pur-
posed laptops to the Jungle Books Kids Café for IT skills training and general education (before the dem-
olition of the camp), helping to source laptops for admins of the Phone Credit for Refugees and Displaced 
Persons group; and arranging for laptops and phones donated from Cambridge Assessment to be delivered 
to Refugee Youth Service for their mobile youth service project.

Techfugees Cambridge

CamCRAG assisted in forming and funding a project to update the warehouse IT systems for L’Auberge des 
Migrants, by introducing technical expertise from Techfugees Cambridge and facilitating funding from a 
generous corporate donor.

LEBANON

Over the winter CamCRAG extended its reach with several van loads of children’s winter clothes bound 
for a refugee camp in Lebanon.  A mini-team, formed for the project, had just two weeks to coordinate and 
execute a donation drive after an urgent call-out for items.  The items were shipped in a container from 
Derby to Lebanon, organised by sister groups working in the refugee crisis, including Derbyshire Refugee 
Solidarity, LE Solidarity, Bras not Bombs, Refugee Action Nottingham, Muslims in Need, the Hummingbird 
Project and others. 
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